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STORMGUARD KEEPS

AM3EX

AM5EX

Recommended Installation:-

-  Mark on the threshold the centre of the shootbolt extension that 
extends out from the bottom of the door sash.

-  Drill a 16mm hole into the threshold through both skins, for each 
shootbolt extension to lock into.

-  Silicone inside the holes so they are watertight, then push the 
plastic plugs supplied into each hole.

-  Position and fit the keep plates over each hole. This allows you 
to adjust for compression, just move the keep to suit either way, 
whether you require more compression or less.

PARTS FOR FITTING:

-  The keeps are screwed to the inside of the bottom of 
the door sash.

- The end caps are taped to the threshold

-  The black keep plugs will be found in a bag with the 
face drain caps, taped to the sash using green tape.
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BKV KEEPS

Recommended Installation:-

-  Remove black ribbed strip from low threshold

-  Mark where shootbolt extensions extend out from the bottom of 
the door sash.

- Place and line up the keep in the channel of the threhsold.

- Once placed correctly, fix keep by screwing it down.

-  Measure, cut and place the black ribbed strip either side of the 
keep for a tidy secure finish.

Image showing completed process

PARTS FOR FITTING:

-  The keeps are screwed to the 
insdie of the bottom of the door 
sash.


